Our

Youth Vision

for

Canada’s Future

Youth joined a national discussion to share
their vision of the future of Canada

652

perspectives were shared from
youth aged nine to seventeen
years old.

Here’s what they think the next 150 years in
Canada should look like…

Youth on

Citizenship
Canada’s youth had different opinions of what it means to
be a responsible citizen in the Next 150 years.
The two most popular answers were:

“Respecting
other people”

&

“Obeying
the law”

25%

20%

Youth on

Canadian Identity
Canada’s youth overwhelmingly at 91% felt that embracing
diversity is

important (14%)

or

very important (77%)

for Canada in the Next 150 years.

Youth on

Belonging

80% of Canada’s youth felt that some
change (64%) or big change (16%) is
needed in the Next 150 years to increase
the sense of belonging in the community
they live. 21% of youth thought no
change is needed.

Youth on

Learning from Our Past
In the Next 150 years, Canada’s youth are interested in
learning about the history of Canada primarily as a way
to help create

a better future

56%

and to help them
understand how

the society
we’re living in
came to be

29%

Youth on

Sustainability
96% of Canada’s youth feel that change is
needed to ensure a sustainable environment for
future generations with 67%

feeling that big

very big change

34%

33%

is needed over the Next 150 years.

Youth on

Canada’s Leadership
Canada’s youth envision Canada as a leader in
the world in the Next 150 years, especially in the
area of

“Peace
keeping”

49%

“Lead diversity
and inclusion”

9%

but also in helping to:

“End global
poverty”

12%

“End
terrorism”

and lead

“in other areas”

12%

11%

The Next 150 Discussions
were proudly hosted on WorldVuze

[www.worldvuze.com]
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